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Using magnetolectric nanoparticles (MENs) for targeted drug delivery and on-demand, field-controlled release can overcome the control challenges of the conventional delivery approaches. The magnetolectric effect provides a new way to use an external magnetic field to remotely control the intrinsic electric fields that govern the binding forces between the functionalized surface of the MEN and the drug load. Here, a study is reported in which the composition of the intermediate functionalized layer is tailored to control not only the toxicity of the new nanoparticles but also the threshold magnetic field for the dissociation of the drug from 30-nm CoFe$_2$O$_4$–BaTiO$_3$ core–shell MENs in a controllably wide field range, from below 10 to over 200 Oe, as required to facilitate superficial, intermediate, and deep-tissue drug delivery. Paclitaxel is used as a test drug. Specific experiments are described to maintain low toxicity levels and to achieve controllable dissociation of the drug molecules from the MENs' surface at three different subranges—low (<10 Oe), moderate (100 Oe), and high (>200 Oe)—by selecting the following 2-nm intermediate layers: i) glycerol monooleate (GMO), ii) Tween-20, and iii) ethyl-3-(3-dimethylaminopropyl)carbodiimide (EDC). Field-dependent FTIR, absorption spectra, atomic force microscopy, magnetometry analysis, zeta-potential measurements, and blood circulation experiments are used to study the described functionalization effects.

1. Introduction

Over the last decade, nanostructures have been widely used to deliver therapeutics drugs to the diseased tissue in order to increase the bioavailability and reduce toxic side effects to the healthy tissues in the same microenvironment.$^{[1-3]}$ Using surface modification to further tailor important characteristics of the nanostructures is a promising approach to the development of next-generation applications in medicine, biology, and biotechnology.$^{[4-7]}$ In the field of drug delivery, the surface modification of nanostructures has a crucial role in determining drug binding and release kinetics.$^{[8,9]}$ Commonly used surface-functionalizing agents for coating nanostructures include copolymer poly(lactic-co-glycolic acid) (PLGA), non-ionic surfactant of oil soluble/dispersible-type glycerol monooate (GMO), small natural homopolymer poly-l-lysine, polysorbate surfactant Tween-20, and water-soluble ethyl-3-(3-dimethylaminopropyl)carbodiimide (EDC).$^{[10-14]}$ For example, the main reason for using non-ionic surfactants (GMO and Tween-20) would be to achieve a noncovalent interaction between the drug cargo and the intermediate layer.$^{[12,15]}$ Because the noncovalent interaction is relatively weak, it is possible to use a relatively low magnetic field with these surfactants to control the binding affinity between the drug and the nanoparticle and consequently to trigger almost 100% release of the bound drug on demand. By contrast, the reason for using the EDC cross-linker would be to achieve a relatively strong covalent binding between the drug cargo and the intermediate layer (carbodiimide group) and consequently ensure that only a relatively large field could trigger the release on demand. As a carbodiimide, EDC reacts with various forms of amides and hydroxyl functional groups.$^{[16]}$ The mechanisms of drug delivery and release using most of these surface-functionalized nanostructures are typically governed by the change in pathological conditions, such as pH, temperature, redox microenvironments, and enzymatic reactions.$^{[17-20]}$ Consequently, the capability to control delivery and particularly release processes in a wide range of properties, specifically suited for different applications, remains an important challenge. Recently, we showed that alternatively it is possible to exploit the magnetolectric (ME) effect in magnetolectric nanoparticles (MENs) to release the therapeutic drug cargo via application of a low-energy magnetic field without compromising the structural and functional integrity of the drug at body temperature.$^{[21-24]}$ The ME effect provides a physical mechanism to use an external magnetic field for remote access of the intrinsic electric fields that govern the binding forces between the surface of the MEN and the drug load. The capability to remotely control this binding force would be an important milestone in the development of nanostructures for controlled targeted drug delivery and release. Previously, we have shown that there is a certain frequency-dependent magnetic field threshold for the drug to be released. Hereafter, we...
refer to this field as the dissociation field. This field is determined by the ionic and/or covalent interaction between the two bonded entities, i.e., the oppositely charged MEN and drug molecule in the bond (polarized due to the chemical interaction). This dissociation field can be strongly influenced by a thin (∼2 nm) intermediate layer, which modifies or modulates the polarization of the two entities. Therefore, we refer to this intermediate layer as the functional layer. The important goal of the study is to demonstrate how tailoring the composition of the intermediate layer can be used to control the dissociation field magnitude and frequency values, which are specific for each application. In particular, this study aims to explore functional-layer materials that could provide the dissociation field in these three practical regions: i) low (<10 Oe), ii) moderate (100 Oe), and iii) high (>200 Oe) at a frequency range from 0 to over 1000 Hz. These field regions are relevant for many important applications, e.g., treatment of HIV in the brain, remote magnetic field-controlled stimulation of selective regions in the central nervous system (CNS), deep-tissue drug delivery for cancer treatment, contrast-enhanced high-sensitivity magnetic imaging, and others. Furthermore, control by the field frequency provides an additional advantage that is particularly important for the release process.[21] Introducing the intermediate functionalization layer will result in changing the binding affinity between the drug and the surface of the MEN. One important requirement of this layer is for it to maintain sufficiently strong binding with the surface of the MEN while keeping binding to the drug molecules sufficiently weak. Accordingly, we implement this concept by studying the following three intermediate layers: (i) GMO, (ii) Tween-20, and (iii) EDC. In this study, we use Paclitaxel (PTX or Taxol) as the model drug as it is one of the most widely used antineoplastic agents against ovarian, breast, neck, head, and non-small-cell lung carcinoma, as well as others.[25–27] We use CoFe₂O₄–BaTiO₃ coreshell MENs as a drug delivery vehicle, owing to their ability to exhibit magnetoelectric effect at body temperature and because they represent one of the most widely studied MEN systems.[28,29] Finally, it should be mentioned that because of its fundamental nature the discussed approach can be applied to many other drugs besides Paclitaxel.

2. Results

2.1. Intermediate (Functionalization) Layer on the MEN

As mentioned above, in order to tailor the dissociation field magnitude and frequency required to trigger the release of the bonded PTX from MENs in a specific application, we coated the surface of the MEN with the following three intermediate layers: GMO, Tween-20, and EDC, respectively, as shown in the Figure 1. By its nature, zeta potential indirectly reflects the binding affinity between a nanomaterial and the drug. To some degree of approximation, in the case of nanoparticles, the higher zeta potential implies the higher effective charge and therefore results in the higher Coulomb force and the higher dissociation field.[30] We measured the surface zeta potential, size, and Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) absorption spectrum of MENs before and after functionalization to understand the effects of the selected surface modification. As summarized in Table 1, the results show a dependence of the zeta-potential values on the Figure 1. SEM image showing of the MENs. A) Uncoated MENs, B) GMO-MENs, C) Tween20-MENs, and D) EDC-MENs. Scale bar = 100 nm.

Table 1. Change in zeta potential and size measurements of the MENs surface before and after surface functionalization. Zeta-potential values are the average and standard deviation of three independent trails (n = 3).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Functionalizing agent</th>
<th>Size [nm] a)</th>
<th>Zeta potential [mV] a)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Uncoated-MENs</td>
<td>28.6 ± 7.5</td>
<td>−45.0 ± 1.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GMO-MENs</td>
<td>30.9 ± 8.6</td>
<td>−41.6 ± 0.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tween-20-MENs</td>
<td>29.5 ± 5.6</td>
<td>−34.9 ± 0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EDC-MENs</td>
<td>31.1 ± 4.4</td>
<td>−30.4 ± 0.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PTX-MENs</td>
<td>28.9 ± 7.7</td>
<td>−44.8 ± 1.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PTX-GMO-MENs</td>
<td>44 ± 6.6</td>
<td>−40.7 ± 0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PTX-Tween20-MENs</td>
<td>32.3 ± 6.1</td>
<td>−31.1 ± 0.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PTX-EDC-MENs</td>
<td>33.8 ± 3.2</td>
<td>−27.7 ± 1.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a) Average ± standard deviation.
the type of functional material used (average of three independent measurements): −45.0 mV ± 1.72 for nonfunctionalized MENs, −41.6 mV ± 0.26 for GMO-MENs, −34.9 mV ± 0.20 for Tween-20-MEN, and −30.4 mV ± 0.81 for EDC-MENs. The results also indicate a slight (≈3%) increase in the average size (n = 3) of MENs after coating with the functionalization layer: 28.6 nm ± 7.5 for MENs, 30.9 nm ± 8.9 for GMO-modified MENs, 29.5 nm ± 5.6 for Tween-20-modified MENs, and 31.1 nm ± 4.4 for EDC-modified MENs. FTIR spectrum of the GMO-modified MEN surface (Figure 2B) shows peaks at 1738 and 2941 cm\(^{-1}\), which correspond to the ester bond and CH\(_2\) stretching modes, respectively. The peaks indicate the presence of the GMO layer on the surface of the MEN.\(^{[12]}\) The Tween-20-modified MEN surface (Figure 2C) displays FTIR peaks at 1158 and 2862 cm\(^{-1}\) that correspond to C–O ester bonds and C–H bonds, respectively.\(^{[31]}\) Figure 2D shows FTIR spectral peaks of the EDC-modified MENs at 2852 to 2921 cm\(^{-1}\) and 1460 cm\(^{-1}\), which correspond to C–H alkanes stretch and the amide bonds, respectively.\(^{[32]}\)

2.2 PTX Drug Loading onto MEN Surface

PTX drug loading onto differently functionalized MEN surfaces was achieved by incubating the drug with the MENs in PBS buffer (pH 7.2). Time-dependent drug-binding kinetics was performed to determine the ideal incubation time to maximize the drug-loading percentage. The knowledge of the loading capability of the nanocarrier (MENs) is important for optimizing its drug delivery characteristics. Figure 3A shows that ≈16%, ≈42%, ≈91%, and ≈77% of PTX binds to the uncoated MENs, GMO-MENs, Tween-20-MENs, and EDC-MENs, respectively, in 3 h of incubation. The drug-loading percentage was determined by measuring the UV light absorption maxima at 230 nm in the supernatant solution. Figure S4 (Supporting Information) shows the PTX absorption maxima at different drug concentrations. To determine the binding efficacy of the PTX drug with different MENs, we performed a binding isotherm study by varying the drug concentration from 25 to 200 μg mL\(^{-1}\) per 1 mg of MENs. As shown in Figure 3B, the results indicate that the PTX binding efficacy has the highest value for EDC-MENs (79–86 μg), followed by Tween-20-MENs (55–58 μg), GMO-MENs (34–39 μg), and the uncoated MENs (3–4 μg). To simulate the PTX binding efficacy in the human blood circulatory system, we continuously circulated these particles for 2 h using a peristaltic pump at a flow rate of 8 mL min\(^{-1}\). The measured percentage of PTX (loaded on MENs) that remained intact as a result of the circulation experiment is 91.1% for EDC-MENs, 87.0% for Tween-20-MENs, 79.5% for GMO-MENs, and 58.4% for nonfunctionalized MENs.

2.3 On-Demand Paclitaxel Release Using Remote Magnetic Fields

PTX bound to different functionalization layers (of MENs) was treated with DC and AC magnetic fields to release the drug without affecting its functional and structural integrity, according to the procedures described in detail in our previous publication.\(^{[21]}\) As shown in Figure 4, the results indicate that the threshold magnetic field and frequency required to trigger the release of over 70% of the drug from the uncoated MENs are approximately 10 Oe and 1000 Hz, respectively. For GMO-MENs, the two values for releasing over 97% of PTX are 100 Oe and 0 Hz, respectively. For Tween-20-MENs, to release over 45% of the drug, the two values are 200 Oe and 1000 Hz, respectively, whereas for EDC-MENs with the same field and frequency values, we can release barely above 5% of the drug. (Note: owing to limitations of our experimental set-up, we could not exceed field and frequency values above 200 Oe and 1000 Hz, respectively.)

2.4 In Vitro Cytotoxicity

An in vitro cytotoxicity study was performed using XTT assay to account for the cytotoxic effects of the surface-modified MENs on human ovarian cancer cells (SKOV-3). As summarized in
Figure 5, the results showed no significant toxicity on SKOV-3 cells when treated with MENs (≈96% cells viable), GMO-MENs (≈100% cells viable), and Tween-20-MENs (≈89% cell viable) at the highest concentration level of 50 μg mL⁻¹. However, EDC-MENs showed relatively low toxicity (≈77% cells viable) for the same concentration. As expected, GMO-MENs show no toxicity in the entire field and frequency regions under study. (Note: in vitro cytotoxicity measurements were also performed in the presence of magnetic field.) However, the results did not show any significant dependence on magnetic field.

3. Discussion

Previously, we have shown how low-energy external magnetic fields could increase the bioavailability of the therapeutic drug cargo at the site of diseased tissue using the MENs, instead of the conventional magnetic nanoparticles (MNs), as the delivery vehicle, thereby overcoming the toxic side effects caused to healthy tissue. One important advantage of using MEN-based delivery is the fact that different remote magnetic field modes can be used for delivery and release of the therapeutic payloads with unprecedented energy efficiency that promises widespread medical application in the future. Exactly as with conventional MNs, the drug delivery (navigation through the body) with MENs can be achieved by a DC magnetic field gradient with a field magnitude in the range specific to the targeted region (superficial or deep-tissue). As for the release process, it cannot be achieved with the conventional MNs and can be achieved with MENs via application of either low-energy AC or relatively high DC fields. Therefore, unlike the conventional MNs, MENs offer a new capability of field-controlled release. To allow high-efficacy independent control of delivery (navigation) and/or release, MENs allow to separate the respective functions in the magnetic field magnitude and frequency domains in a broad spectrum. Furthermore, the ability to vary the control fields in the widest possible ranges (in magnitude and frequency domains) can significantly increase the range of potential applications for MENs. For example, it is known that to target deep-tissue carcinoma, a relatively high DC magnetic field (above 100 Oe) is required for the navigation. By contrast, superficial drug delivery can be achieved by field gradients with a DC field weaker than 100 Oe. Furthermore, the dependence of the release on the field frequency provides another powerful control knob. For example, for GMO-MENs at a 1000-Hz frequency, a 10-Oe field was sufficient to achieve the same release percentage as that achieved by the DC field at a higher than 100 Oe magnitude. Previously, we have shown that the MEN-triggered...
release depended on both the field’s magnitude and frequency. In particular, we described one plausible physical concept according to which the DC field component was used for the navigation purpose (through controlling spatial field gradients), whereas the AC field component was used for the controlled drug release off the MEN-based carrier. The physics of the AC-triggered release was explained through the frequency-dependent spin-initiated torque. Indeed, our current results confirm that increasing the frequency reduced the dissociation field (Figure 4). This trend is observed for all the three types of functional layer.

To control the value of the dissociation field, we varied the effective binding strength between the MEN and the drug molecule ($F_{MB}$). By introducing the intermediate (functionalization) layer between the MEN and the drug molecule, it is important to maintain the following inequality: $F_{MI} > F_{ID}$, where $F_{MI}$ and $F_{ID}$ are the binding forces between the MEN and the intermediate layer, and between the intermediate layer and the drug molecules, respectively. The field-dependent photo-absorption measurements (Figure 4) indicate the lowest and highest dissociation field strength and frequency values for GMO and EDC functionalization layers, respectively, with Tween-20 being in the middle. In fact, it should be mentioned that the complete (100%) release can be easily achieved with GMO (with field strengths of less than 100 Oe even at zero frequency), whereas only 50% release can be achieved with Tween-20 and EDC with the field strength and frequency ranges available in the current study (due to the equipment limitations). In other words, a substantially higher threshold magnetic field (>200 Oe at zero frequency) would be required to release over 50% of the PTX drug from either Tween-20-MENs or EDC-MENs. This observation correlates with the zeta-potential measurements that show the deviation of the zeta potential for the functionalized MENs from the zeta potential of the nonfunctionalized MENs. The zeta-potential values for Tween-20 and EDC-coated MENs, $-34.9 \pm 0.20$ and $-30.4 \pm 0.81$ mV, respectively, are higher compared with that for the nonfunctionalized MENs, $-45.0 \pm 1.72$ mV, and GMO-coated MENs, $-41.6 \pm 0.26$ mV. The two latter combinations require only 10-Oe and 100-Oe fields to release approximately 70% and 97% of PTX, respectively.

One side effect of the surface functionalization is the effect on the drug loading percentage and drug-binding efficacy. It is important to consider and if possible take advantage of this effect when tailoring the properties to control the dissociation field. This effect is reflected in the current results (Figure 3). For example, the PTX loading amount is increased by over 75% and 80% after MENs are functionalized with Tween-20 and EDC, respectively, for a 3 h incubation period, compared with that for the nonfunctionalized MENs. These results are also consistent with the circulatory system-binding efficacy results, where EDC displayed over 91% drug intactness to the nanoparticles (EDC-MENs) after circulating for 2 h at 8 mL min$^{-1}$, which is the human coronary flow rate per minute per gram of the myocardium. Finally, the in vitro cytotoxic effect (Figure 5) indicates that neither of the nanoparticles type (MENs, GMO-MENs, or Tween-20-MENs) displays any detectable toxicity as long as the nanoparticle concentration is kept below 50 μg mL$^{-1}$. Moreover, GMO-MENs displays no toxicity at all ($\approx$100% cell viability) even at the highest concentration values under study (above 100 μg mL$^{-1}$), indicating the true biocompatible nature of the GMO, as expected for this system. The EDC-MENs show a slightly higher toxicity, i.e., only 77% cells were viable after 48-h treatment at 50 μg mL$^{-1}$ concentration. By reducing the concentration of EDC-MENs to 20 μg mL$^{-1}$, we can increase the cell viability to over 90%. (Note: AFM analysis, mass spectroscopy analysis, and XRD analysis of the drug release process are described in the Supporting Information.)

4. Conclusions
This study focuses on the low-energy, magnetic-field-controlled release kinetics of the drug payload (popular anti-neoplastic drug Paclitaxel) carried by MENs. As the MEN carriers, 30-nm CoFe$_2$O$_4$-BaTiO$_3$ coreshell structures were used. Through a comprehensive set of experiments including FTIR, photo-absorption, XRD, AFM, zeta-potential measurements, blood circulation environment simulations, and in vitro studies on SKOV-3 cell lines, we demonstrated how the release field could be varied in relatively wide magnitude and frequency ranges, from below 10 to over 200 Oe and from 0 to over 1000 Hz, respectively, by choosing the adequate intermediate (functionalization) layer between the MEN surface and the drug molecules. Specifically, we studied the following three layer types: i) GMO (≈10 Oe), ii) Tween-20 (≈100 Oe), and iii) EDC (≈200 Oe), respectively. Using these functional layers, one could also increase the bioavailability of the drug, as they provide higher binding efficacy and thus resulting in minimal drug loss before it reaches the target. Because of the high energy efficiency of the MEN-driven delivery, MENs could also carry higher drug payloads compared with the conventional MNs and release almost 100% of the drug on demand (via application of a low-energy AC field) to the target tissue. Finally, the toxicity of the different MEN functionalization layer combinations was studied on SKOV-3 cell lines using XTT assay at the particle concentration of 50 μg mL$^{-1}$, which resulted in the following percentages of viable cells: i) non-functionalized MENs: 96%, ii) GMO-MENs: 100%, iii) Tween-20-MENs: 89%, and iv) EDC-MENs: 77%. No toxicity was observed in the case of GMO-coated MENs in the entire field strength and frequency ranges under study. In summary, these results suggest that the functionalization of MENs paves the way for a substantially broader range of applications of the new field-controlled nanocarriers (MENs) in targeted drug delivery and in medicine in general.

5. Experimental Section

MEN Fabrication: Core-shell MENs (CoFe$_2$O$_4$–BaTiO$_3$) were synthesized according to the method reported previously with minor modifications in the heating and cooling temperature. In this method, CoFe$_2$O$_4$ nanoparticles were synthesized first by dissolving 0.058 g of Co(NO$_3$)$_2$·6H$_2$O and 0.16 g of Fe(NO$_3$)$_3$·9H$_2$O in 15 mL of deionized (DI) water. Later, 5 mL of aqueous solution containing 0.9 g of sodium borohydride and 0.2 g of polyvinylpyrrolidone was added at 120 °C for 12 h to obtain CoFe$_2$O$_4$ nanoparticles. Then, BaTiO$_3$ precursor solution was prepared by adding 30 mL of DI water containing 0.029 g of BaCO$_3$ and 0.1 g of citric acid to 30 mL ethanolic solution containing 1 g of citric acid and 0.048 mL of titanium (IV) isopropoxide. As-prepared
CoFe\(_2\)O\(_4\) nanoparticles (0.1 g) were added to the 60 mL of BaTiO\(_3\) precursor solution and sonicated for 120 min. The resulting dispersed nanoparticles were dried on hot plate at 60 °C for 12 h, while stirring at 200 rpm. The obtained powder was subjected to 780 °C for 5 h in a box-furnace and cooled at 52 °C min\(^{-1}\) to obtain 30 nm-sized CoFe\(_2\)O\(_4\)-BaTiO\(_3\) coreshell MENs. The characterization data for these core-shell MENs can be found in our previous work.[21]

**MEN Surface Modification:** GMO-MENs were prepared by incubating 0.1 mg of GMO with 5 mg of MENs in 5 mL of PBS (pH 7.4) buffer for 12 h. (Note: to achieve uniform surface modification, the solution was slowly agitated during incubation.) The solution was later subjected to centrifugation at 20 000 rpm for 20 min at 10 °C to remove excess GMO. The obtained pellet was resuspended in ethyl acetate:acetone (70:30) solution and recentrifuged three times to obtain GMO-MENs.

**Tween-20-MENs** were prepared by incubating 0.1 mg of Tween-20 with 5 mg of the MENs in 1 mL PBS (pH 7.4) buffer for 2 h, while agitating slowly. Later, the solution was centrifuged at 20 000 rpm for 20 min at 10 °C to remove excess Tween-20. The previous step was repeated thrice to obtain Tween-20-MENs. EDC-MENs were prepared by incubating 125 \( \mu \)L of EDC (conc. 1 mg mL\(^{-1}\) in PBS) with 5 mg of the MENs in 5 mL of PBS (pH 7.4) buffer for 4 h, while agitating slowly. Later, the solution was centrifuged at 3000 rpm for 10 min at 10 °C to collect the pellet containing drug-loaded nanoparticles. The separated supernatant was isolated and measured for absorbance spectrophotometrically (Cary-100 UV–Vis) at 230 nm to determine the unbound drug.[42] Figure S4 (Supporting Information) shows the PTX standard calibration plot obtained by varying the drug amount (50–3.25 \( \mu \)g) in 1 mL of PBS buffer. The drug loading percentage was calculated using Equation (1).

\[
\text{Drug loading} \, (\%) = \frac{\text{Total amount of drug added} - \text{Amount of drug in the supernatant}}{\text{Amount of drug in the supernatant}} \times 100
\] (1)

**Remote Magnetic Field Triggered PTX Drug Release:** The isolated pellet after drug loading was washed twice with the PBS (pH 7.4) buffer to ensure the complete removal of the residual/unbound drug. Then, the pellet was resuspended in 1 mL of PBS buffer and subjected to varying magnetic field strengths and frequencies. The magnetic fields were generated using low-powered Helmholtz coils connected to a DC power supply of 0 Hz and an AC generator of 100 and 1000 Hz. After every single treatment, the solution was subjected to centrifugation at 3000 rpm for 3 min to separate the supernatant. This supernatant was used to measure the absorbance spectrophotometrically at 230 nm to account for the amount of released drug.

**SKOV-3 Cell Culture:** Human ovarian carcinoma cell lines (SKOV-3) were used to investigate the in vitro cytotoxicity of the nanoparticles (MENs, GMO-MENs, Tween-20-MENs, and EDC-MENs). SKOV-3 cells were purchased from American Type Culture Collection (Manassas, Virginia). McCoy’s 5A medium (Life Technologies, New York) supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum (Sigma–Alrich) and 1% penicillin–streptomycin (science-cell) was used as a cell culture medium. Tween-20-MENs were prepared by incubating 0.1 mg of Tween-20 with 5 mg of the MENs in 1 mL PBS (pH 7.4) buffer for 2 h, while agitating slowly. Later, the solution was centrifuged at 20 000 rpm for 20 min at 10 °C to remove excess Tween-20. The previous step was repeated thrice to obtain Tween-20-MENs. Surface-modified MENs were lyophilized and stored at 4 °C until further use.

**PTX Drug Loading:** 100 \( \mu \)g of PTX drug was added to 1 mL methanol and PBS solution (70% methanol and 30% PBS) buffer containing 1 mg of desired nanoparticles (MENs, GMO-MENs, Tween-20-MENs, and EDC-MENs). The solution was later incubated for 3 h, while agitating slowly at room temperature. After incubation, the solution was centrifuged at 3000 rpm for 10 min at 10 °C to collect the pellet containing drug-loaded nanoparticles. The separated supernatant was isolated and measured for absorbance spectrophotometrically (Cary-100 UV–Vis) at 230 nm to determine the unbound drug.[42] Figure S4 (Supporting Information) shows the PTX standard calibration plot obtained by varying the drug amount (50–3.25 \( \mu \)g) in 1 mL of PBS buffer. The drug loading percentage was calculated using Equation (1).

**SKOV-3 Cell Culture:** Human ovarian carcinoma cell lines (SKOV-3) were used to investigate the in vitro cytotoxicity of the nanoparticles (MENs, GMO-MENs, Tween-20-MENs, and EDC-MENs). SKOV-3 cells were purchased from American Type Culture Collection (Manassas, Virginia). McCoy’s 5A medium (Life Technologies, New York) supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum (Sigma–Alrich) and 1% penicillin–streptomycin (science-cell) was used as a cell culture medium. Tween-20-MENs were prepared by incubating 0.1 mg of Tween-20 with 5 mg of the MENs in 1 mL PBS (pH 7.4) buffer for 2 h, while agitating slowly. Later, the solution was centrifuged at 20 000 rpm for 20 min at 10 °C to remove excess Tween-20. The previous step was repeated thrice to obtain Tween-20-MENs. Surface-modified MENs were lyophilized and stored at 4 °C until further use.

**PTX Drug Loading:** 100 \( \mu \)g of PTX drug was added to 1 mL methanol and PBS solution (70% methanol and 30% PBS) buffer containing 1 mg of desired nanoparticles (MENs, GMO-MENs, Tween-20-MENs, and EDC-MENs). The solution was later incubated for 3 h, while agitating slowly at room temperature. After incubation, the solution was centrifuged at 3000 rpm for 10 min at 10 °C to collect the pellet containing drug-loaded nanoparticles. The separated supernatant was isolated and measured for absorbance spectrophotometrically (Cary-100 UV–Vis) at 230 nm to determine the unbound drug.[42] Figure S4 (Supporting Information) shows the PTX standard calibration plot obtained by varying the drug amount (50–3.25 \( \mu \)g) in 1 mL of PBS buffer. The drug loading percentage was calculated using Equation (1).

\[
\text{Drug loading} \, (\%) = \frac{\text{Total amount of drug added} - \text{Amount of drug in the supernatant}}{\text{Amount of drug in the supernatant}} \times 100
\] (1)
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